DISCLOSURES AND DISCLAIMERS

General
CataMetrics™ Management, LLC (“CMM”) is a registered investment adviser which develops,
markets, supplies and services investment and investment management tools and products for
investment advisory and securities industry firms which service investor accounts. CMM does not itself
offer any services to retail investors, does not carry or manage any actual investor accounts, and does
not sell securities.
The information presented by CMM in its website, publications and marketing materials is
directed to registered investment advisers or other institutional investment professionals to enable
them to consider using the services offered by CMM or its affiliates or associates. Such information is
not intended for, and is not suitable for, retail and individual investors, and any retail or individual
investors viewing such information should discontinue doing so and should instead consult professional
investment advisers. Information presented in CMM’s website, publications and marketing materials is
not intended, and should not be considered, an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy, any
security or other investment product.
CMM Content
All services and products and related data, calculations, and other content and information are
provided by CMM “as is” and are referred to as “CMM Content.” CMM does not guarantee that CMM
Content is error free, complete, accurate, correct, or timely, or that the analytical principles, techniques,
methods, and calculations used in creating CMM Content are either sound or free of logical, scientific,
methodological, or epistemological misunderstandings, mistakes, errors, omissions, oversights, or other
deficiencies, imperfections, or flaws.
CMM Content relies on historical observations as well as a limited and imperfect knowledge of
funds, securities, managers, investment strategies, indices, and the markets, and should not be relied
upon to predict future market movements or to assess the future performance of market participants,
securities, investment products, or investment advisers. Persons considering the use of CMM Content
are advised not to rely exclusively on CMM Content in assessing the investment characteristics or
suitability or desirability of any particular security or investment product or investment adviser. CMM
Content is only one of many sources of information at the disposal of investors and their professional
advisers, and is not a substitute for due diligence and common sense. CMM Content could inadvertently
misrepresent the historical, current, and future risk and return characteristics of a specific fund, security,
index, or strategy if any of their respective returns have been inaccurately represented in any way to
CMM.
All performance results presented in CMM Content include re-investment of dividends. The
results give no consideration to the effect of taxes of any kind. Unless expressly stated, strategy results
include assumptions for trading costs, slippage, and brokerage fees, but not management fees. Actual
client account performance may differ based upon the level of trading costs and/or brokerage costs
charged by a particular custodian or adviser, as well as any actual management fees incurred. In
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addition, client portfolio performance may differ based upon the structural elements of a particular
investment program such as wrap-fees, tax status, custodial fees, periodic additions or withdrawals, etc.
If a strategy is implemented differently from that recommended by CMM, the subsequent returns that
an investor realizes will result in different risk, return, and diversification characteristics than has been
modeled by CMM, and would therefore not be representative of the models and strategies actually
suggested by CMM.
CMM Content is not, and should not be construed to be, a recommendation by CMM to buy,
sell, or hold any security or investment, even if all or any part of CMM Content may have been used by
other parties to promote the sale or purchase of any given securities or investment products.
Investment Models and Back-Tested Performance Results
When CMM Content includes investment models with back-tested performance results, CMM
Content uses the historical total returns of actual exchange-traded funds, non-tradable market indices,
or “Synthetic” exchange-traded funds. CMM creates Synthetic exchange-traded funds to derive
estimates of how an exchange-traded fund might have traded had it actually existed and been liquid
during the period covered by a back-test. This is achieved through a process that “splices” actual
historical ETF returns with the assumed and estimated returns for Synthetic exchange-traded funds.
Splicing means that CMM looks at the relationship between an ETF and the corresponding index that the
ETF is designed to track. CMM then determines, through its own estimation based on such relationship,
the assumed prices of a Synthetic exchange-traded fund based on the level of its underlying index, even
though such exchange-traded fund did not actually exist in the time period referenced in the
presentation. Accordingly, if a back-test employs synthetic exchange-traded fund information for any
period, the strategy represented in the back-test would, obviously, not have been available for
investment use during the historical period presented.
Judgments and approximations are a necessary and integral part of constructing back-tested,
simulated, hypothetical, or pro-forma returns, and the reader should bear in mind that any estimate of
what could have been an investment strategy’s performance is highly likely to differ from what the
strategy would actually have yielded had it been in existence during the back-testing period.
Back-Tested Performance Results and Caveats
The gross and net results of back-tested performance in CMM Content are based on simulated
and hypothetical portfolios which have certain inherent limitations. Unlike the results shown in the
performance record of an actual investment portfolio, back-tested results do not represent actual
trading. Because the trades assumed in CMM’s presentations have not actually been executed, the
results shown may have under- or over-compensated for the impact, if any, of certain market factors
such as lack of liquidity or the ability to obtain the execution prices that have been assumed. The
models developed and presented by CMM require an historical period of data for parameter estimation
prior to the actual commencement of the period shown in the model and in the back-tested results;
back-tested results are thus dependent on the availability of historical data which exceeds the period
covered by the back-test.
The simulated and hypothetical performances of back-tested strategies using CMM Content are,
to varying degrees, dependent on the historical performance of both the assets on which a strategy is
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based as well as these assets’ relationship to broader market returns, meaning that back-tested results
should be viewed in relationship to broader market returns as well as to comparable strategies and
assets. If CMM Content and back-tested results do not suggest a pertinent broader market comparison
for the simulated and hypothetical back-tested returns, we strongly urge anyone considering the use of
CMM Content to select a broader market benchmark to which to compare our back-tested results.
Inherent in all simulated historical return calculations is the fact that unequal growth in the
values of a portfolio’s components will cause the asset-weights to differ from their assumed theoretical
weights. To counteract this effect would require daily adjustments and the net impact on the simulated
returns would be either a small incremental gain or loss. Similarly, the same effect applies to constant
weight performance indices such as the traditional 60% equity/40% fixed income benchmark. We do not
model this effect for either our simulated strategy return or the performance indices
The results for simulated or hypothetical trading should also be considered with the
understanding that a back-tested strategy is designed with the benefit of hindsight, and it is therefore
likely that any actual strategy or program, had it existed during the period for which results are shown in
CMM Content, would have been different from the assumed strategy. No representation is being made
that any account will, or is likely to, achieve profits or losses similar to these being shown.
Past performance is not a guarantee of future performance, and simulated hypothetical returns
likewise have no bearing on potential future actual returns. Investment decisions based on any strategy
presented in CMM Content may generate losses, potentially large losses, the size of which is not
possible to estimate.
Risk Factors Inherent in Sourcing of Data
Data included in CMM Content has been obtained from publicly available information, the
Bloomberg data service, and other third-party sources believed by CMM to be reliable. CMM has not
sought to independently verify information obtained from public and third-party sources and makes no
representations or warranties as to the accuracy, completeness, timeliness, or reliability of such
information. CMM’s experience in developing its models and back-tested presentations indicates that
even widely accessible market data may include occasional bad data points. Accordingly, the
unintentional use or omission of such bad data points may skew and misrepresent the performance and
risk characteristics of investment strategies, securities, and investment vehicles, with a resulting
distortion of hypothetical and theoretical back-test performance and risk characteristics of a specific
investment strategy.
A particular risk factor relating to the source and use of data is the possibility that the arithmetic
operations used for manipulating sourced, calculated, or derived data may be incorrect, inappropriate,
flawed or otherwise deficient or wrong; a further risk factor is that incorrect data may have been used
for otherwise appropriate calculations.
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